HPE High Performance Compute (HPC) and Density Optimised Curriculum Path

For Customers

- Experienced Linux Administrators
  - U2794S
    - Linux for UNIX Administrators (GL615)
    - 5 days

- Experienced UNIX Administrators
  - U8583S
    - Linux Fundamentals (GL120)
    - 5 days
  - H7091S
    - Enterprise Linux System Administration (GL250)
    - 5 days

- Administrators new to Linux
  - H7092S
    - Enterprise Linux Network Services (GL275)
    - 5 days

HPE Performance Cluster Management and HPE SGI Management Suite

- H8PE8S
  - HPE Performance Cluster Management Foundations
  - 2 days
- H8PE9S
  - HPE Performance Cluster Management Administration
  - 3 days

OR

- H6LM8S
  - Cluster Administration using HPE SGI Management Suite
  - 5 days

Learn more at
hpe.com/ww/learnservers
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